Billat Intervals
The following article is essentially copied from Rick Lovett’s:
https://www.peakendurancesport.com/endurance-training/high-intensity-training/billat-intervals-magic-bullet-next-pb/ It
is one of the best written articles I’ve found on the Billat-intervals subject. I’ve added some of my comments pertinent to
our training program; they are in italicized text.
South African exercise physiologist Tim Noakes, author of the encyclopedic Lore of Running, has argued that four to six
weeks of repeating the same workout will pretty much maximize your body’s adaptation to it, at least until you do
something else for a while. That’s why coaches often think in terms of training blocks of four to six weeks, each
highlighting different physiological variables. But if you’re an endurance athlete looking for magic bullets, one place to
start is with lactate.
Billat-intervals have the ability to take your oxygen-processing capacity to a new level. And while it’s not usually
discussed in the context of lactate, a case can be made that it too falls into this same general rubric. This technique is
called Billat-intervals, or Billats for short. It’s named for Veronique Billat, a French exercise physiologist, who has
devoted years to figuring out ways to make interval training ever more effective (see figure 1). Billat’s focus is on running
at a pace known as vVO2max. The first ‘v’ in this means velocity, so vVO2max is simply the pace you run at maximum
oxygen consumption, or VO2max. Or, more specifically, the pace you run when your body first hits VO2max—i.e., the
pace you hit at maximum aerobic capacity.
Both vVO2max and the maximum time you can hold that pace strongly correlate to performance in endurance events,
whether they be running, cycling, kayaking, or swimming. And the correlation holds over a wide range of distances. Billat
believes vVO2max training is of use for running distances ranging from the 1500 to the marathon(1). Others have found it
to be more predictive than VO2max for running performance at 5km(2), 10km(3), and 16km(4). Research has also found
that training at vVO2max is extremely effective not only at increasing VO2max, but also for increasing running economy
and lactate threshold(5).
Traditional aerobic intervals are run at or near 3k or 5km speed. For runners, these are your traditional ‘long’ intervals:
1000s, 1200s, miles, etc, done on perhaps a 400-meter jog recovery. In other endurance sports, they are repeats lasting
about three to five minutes, with recoveries lasting about 50 to 100 percent as long as the repeat itself. Such training can
also be done as shorter repeats with shorter recoveries, such as 800s, 600s, and 400s, on 200m recovery. The idea is that
each repeat ramps up your metabolism to something close to VO2max and holds it there long enough to improve your
aerobic capacity.
A key point: If the goal is to train the body at VO2max effort, these traditional intervals are inherently inefficient. The
pace is slow enough that it takes a while to ramp your metabolism all the way up, but the intervals are long enough that
you need several minutes to recover. During that recovery, your metabolism drops low enough that it again takes a while
to ramp it back up. Thus, if you run 5 x 1000m at, say, 4 minutes each, you will spend a lot less than 20 minutes at
VO2max.
If you want to test this yourself, try wearing a heart rate monitor in a short race, like the mile or the 1500m. When of my
trainees did so, the monitor reported that her heart rate increased for the entire first minute of the race, meaning it took
that long for her metabolism to fully ramp up. And that was in a race, where she was targeting an all-out effort. Not to
mention that she was running a lot faster than she would in a mile-repeat.

Billat’s Brainstorm
Curious if there might be a more efficient method, Billat got to wondering if there was a better protocol than traditional
long intervals. vVO2max was just starting to emerge as a key physiological variable, so she asked the obvious question:
what would happen if you shortened the repeats a bit and jumped the pace up to vVO2max? Over the years, she developed
several protocols for accomplishing this. Here are the three best known.

• Three-minute repeats. This was her first concept. It involves 3-minute repeats at vVO2max, on 3-minute jog
recoveries. She picked three minutes because it’s about half the time most people can spend at vVO2max (see
box)(6), making the workout tough, but not demoralizing. To test it, she had eight experienced runners (vVO2max
an impressive 4:46 per mile) do it at precisely vVO2max, as measured in lab tests. This is not an easy workout; a
1:14:30 female half-marathoner I coached found that five of these were indeed as many as she could do…and

she’d have loved to have beaten Billat’s guys by doing a sixth! After four weeks of this, Billat’s runners improved
their vVO2maxes, which as we noted above are hugely predictive of race performance, by a whopping three
percent(7). If that carries through to race performance that’s an eye-popping 36 seconds for a 20m:00secs 5km
runner.

• 30-30s (version 1). Soon after developing the 3-minute protocol, Billat developed another one, this time a good
deal less intimidating. Instead of running 3 minutes at vVO2max per repeat, she broke the workout into much
shorter segments. The result, now known as Billat 30-30s, involves alternating between 30-second surges at
vVO2max, and 30-second jog recoveries, and doing it for as long as possible. What’s interesting about this
workout is that during the recoveries, your metabolism is still ramped up to VO2max for a significant amount of
time. And it’s still high enough at the end of the recovery that it quickly returns to VO2max when you speed back
up. With these quick alternations, she found, you can spend nearly 40 percent more time with your metabolism at
VO2max than you spend actually running at vVO2max. But it’s not as taxing as it sounds. Billat found this to be
an extremely good early-season workout, and also good for relative newcomers to speed training(6,8). Fifteen to
twenty minutes of this, is a lot for most people, so luckily it’s also a workout that’s over fairly quickly!

• 60-30s (version 2). Still later, Billat developed another protocol, this one a (very fast) fartlek session. This
workout is the most intense of the three, being suitable mostly for fairly experienced runners, late in the season,
rather than early on. After warm-up, you pick up your pace to vVO2max, and hold it for a minute. The reason for
60 seconds, rather than 30, is to not waste time ramping up your metabolism. Also, if you are running on a track,
this will also allow you to cover at least 200 meters, a good point at which to take a split to make sure you’re not
wildly off pace. After that first fast-paced minute, you cut back not to an easy jog, but to tempo pace (perhaps 45
to 60 sec/mile slower than vVO2max) for 30 seconds. Then you speed back up, repeating tempo-pace recoveries
and 30-second surges for as long as you can.
Don’t worry if this is a bit scary the first time. The idea of doing any workout until you pack it in is inherently
intimidating. The good news is that when you reach the end, it’s obvious that you’ve gotten there. Either you start to
‘cheat’ the 30-second tempo recoveries by running them slower – effectively turning this version of the workout into
version 1, above – or you reach the point where you’re supposed to speed up again and find your body saying something
akin to ‘what the heck?’
If you’re looking for a benchmark, if you can make it a total 3,200 to 3,600 meters, you’re doing very well. If you can’t
make it to 10 minutes, take a break and try a few more repeats. You were probably running too fast. After you’ve done it
once, this workout isn’t as intimidating, because now you have a benchmark. Do this once a week, for a month, then shift
gears to something else for a couple of weeks, then taper. You might be pleasantly surprised by your next race result.
Finding your pace
vVO2max isn’t something you can measure precisely without the help of an exercise physiology lab. But Billat and others
put it at about the pace you can run in a race or time trial lasting about 6 minutes(6). For most of us, that’s somewhere
between 1500m pace and 3000m pace, but probably closer to 1500m pace. It’s also likely to be about 7-10% faster than
your 5km pace. It’s by no means your top speed, but aerobically, you’re maxed out.
Cyclists, triathletes, and others
Billat’s workouts are geared for runners, but athletes in any endurance sport can relate to the concepts of VO2max and
vVO2max. Use the six-minute time trial to establish your vVO2max, then try doing 30-30s or three-minute repeats, in
whatever protocol most effectively matches the ones Billat used for runners.

Lactate shuttle revisited
Why Billat’s workouts work so well is open to debate. Partly, it appears to be simply the value of training at vVO2max.
But it probably also relates to the fact that these workouts, particularly the various versions of 30-30s, are unusually
effective at keeping the metabolism at VO2max, even when you are ostensibly recovering.

Why the metabolism stays in high gear under such circumstances could be the subject of an entire article. We all know
that when we run hard, then slow down, we continue breathing hard for some time afterward. It used to be called ‘oxygen
debt’, though that particular term has fallen into disrepute. But the idea remains: when we’ve worked hard, then slowed
down, our bodies continue demanding oxygen at a rate vastly disproportionate to our current efforts.
Partly, this may be related to the need to restore cellular levels of high-energy molecules like ATP and creatine to their
baseline values. Also, recovery is the time when your body is working to rebuild and strengthen damaged tissues and do
all the things it does to strengthen you between workouts. But creatine and ATP recovery are very short-term processes,
while rebuilding is a long-term effect – generally related to small ramp-ups in the metabolic level lasting from hours to
days(9). Here, we’re talking about the ramp-up of the metabolism, all the way to VO2max, during the 30-second
recoveries in Billat’s 30-30 workouts.
Rick Lovett’s theory is that this has something to do with the lactate shuttle, and that Billat’s 30-30 workouts, with their
intense, rapid-fire pace changes, may be an unusually effective way to train that shuttle. If so, that would mean that during
the fast-paced recoveries, your body is trying to adapt to the abundance of lactate produced by your muscles, training your
brain, heart, diaphragm, liver, and lesser-working muscles like your arms to become more adept at using it rather than
stealing glucose from your legs.
Is there proof of this? None that I can find, other than the fact that one of the benefits of vVO2max workouts is improved
lactate threshold. But that’s enough of a link to catch my attention. The bottom line is that Billats of all forms are another
form of yo-yo-ing your blood lactate levels, and as such, they deserve to be considered in the lactate rubric.
Case study: Theresa Hailey
Portland, Oregon, runner Theresa Hailey loves Billats. She first tried them this spring when, coming off a 2:44:19 PB
marathon that qualified her for the 2020 US Olympic Team Trials, she shifted focus to shorter events. After a couple of
tune-up 5kms, she ran four weeks of Billat 30-30s (version 2), then ran a massive 10km PB of 34:52 on the roads. Two
months later, after another couple of weeks of Billats, she followed that up with a rapid-fire sequence of additional huge
PBs: 9:42.27 (3K), 16:46.32 (5K), and 4:50.61 (mile), all in a 21-day window.
For her, the workout is about a lot more than exercise physiology. “What I loved most about Billats was how they pushed
me to run in a very uncomfortable zone with no pressure,” she says. “I loved that it was up to me to choose when to stop,
but at the same time, it tested me both mentally and physically.”
It helps, she notes, that each time she did the workout, she got slightly faster. “My splits were decreasing, which gave me
confidence that what we were doing was working, and made me want to do more of them. I looked forward to each
workout. I loved that I had complete control of each speed zone, and how fast and hard I pushed was up to me. Likewise,
how slow my rest was, was up to me. And once I found the rhythm, I couldn’t break it. I have felt much more confident and
competitive when approaching a race of any distance after going through a Billats cycle.”

